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The paper describes the specialized software systems that have been used to solve difficult mathematical problems 

in digital images processing. The most important part of the work is the fact that software systems created in his 

study based on not numerical but analytical transformations. It allowed the researchers eventually obtain new 

mathematical formulas that are responsible for the reliability of the error-free images reading, and also find the way 

to their rigorous proof. 

 

Development of scientific and technical applications relating to the different fields of 

knowledge may lead to the formulation of a simple, but extremely difficult (in terms of solution 

complexity) combinatorial problems. One such example is the determination of the reliability of 

digital images reading using multiple-threshold-level integrators. 

The initial problem is formulated in this way: 

«LОЭ n points x1, x2, ..., xn be randomly dropped on an interval (0,1), ie, there are n 

independent tests of a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval (0,1). Find the 

probability of an event that there is no subinterval of length containing more 

than k pШТЧЭs». 
The general solution of this problem (in a form of exact analytical formulas responsible 

for the probability of error-free reading), has not been found up to date.  Some relations for the 

simplest cases only have been published [1], also there are some known asymptotic relations [2]. 

Because of the difficulties encountered when trying to find exact analytical relations for 

the probability of error-free discrete fields and digital images reading in the case of 

multithreshold integrators, we made efforts to find the step-by-step solution of our problem.  

The first and most important step was to find a wide range of analytical formulas 

responsible for partial solutions of the problem in special cases. To achieve this goal we have 

been developed specialized methods based on analytical transformations and used them in the 

computer software systems programming. 

All the work was started over 30 years ago [3]. Progress is not standing still, there was a 

lot of improvements: methods, computers, programming languages. Because of that we created 

several computation systems (all based on analytical transformations): 

1. Systems for the first computers based on FORTRAN. 

2. Systems based on Matlab special environment.  

3. Modern systems for calculation clusters using C++ for parallel computing. 

Particular solutions obtained from all developed computer software systems helped us to 

find and prove new formulas responsible for the probability of error-free discrete random fields 

and digital images reading. 

Main result of the work is two new formulas mathematically proven for the problem of 

the partition of the interval for k = 2. 

 

1. For even n, formula (1) for the interval 1/(n/2)< <1/((n/2)-1 is 
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2. For odd n, formula (2) for the interval 1/(m+1)<<1/m is 

 

.     (2) 

 

The formula (1) was prompted by computer and published in 1981 [3], but we managed 

to obtain a rigorous proof only in 2011 [4]. 

The formula (2) was found in 2012, and its proof was a much more complex problem 

than in case (1). The ideas and methods obtained from the proof of formula (1), have been 

largely used in the proof of formula (2). A detailed proof of the formula (2) can be found in [4]. 

The developed software systems created in the work have been used to solve problems 

related to the discrete random fields and digital images analysis. But they are also capable to 

solve a variety of complex tasks associated with the analytical multidimensional integral 

expressions calculation. The work is an example of the successful use of the computer in a role 

ШП ТЧЭОХХТРОЧЭ КssТsЭКЧЭ, ОqЮТppОН аТЭС «clever» ЭШШХs ЭШ МКrrв ШЮЭ СОКvв КЧКХвЭТМКХ 
transformations. 
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